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Why may refer to: Causality, a consequential relationship
between two events; Reason (argument), a premise in support of
an argument, for what reason or.
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Why definition is - for what cause, reason, or purpose. How to
use why in a sentence.
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From Middle English why, from Old English hw?, hw? (“why”,
literally “by what, for what”), from Proto-Germanic *hw? (“by
what, how”), from Proto-Indo-European.
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WHY? - Joyful Noise Recordings / Anticon. WHY? Tickets on sale
now for our tour this Aug/Sept with our friends @ourgrammar
and annaisaburch idacaruw.ga
Why | Definition of Why by Merriam-Webster
Google services, like Google Search, YouTube, or Gmail: Click
Info Information and then Why This Ad. Non-Google websites and
apps that partner with Google.
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